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UNIT BAU MID S3 SRC

Art. No. 63.186.1

Protection:   fiberglass toe cap and flexible FAP® midsole
Plus:   closed dust tongue, breathable 3D Mesh functional 

lining 
Upper:   greased full leather
Lining:   breathable functional lining

Footbed:   evercushion® CUSTOM FIT MID
Sole:   TREKSTAR – PU/TPU sole with scuff cap and shock 

absorber, flexible, cushioning and slip resistant
Colour:   black-blue

Sizes:   39 - 47

XTS TREKSTAR 
OUTSOLE
The XTS outsole (cross terrain) is 
absolutely sure-footed. The self-
cleaning sole profile with specially 
arranged and shaped studs adapts 
perfectly to the ground, ideal 
especially on unpaved surfaces. The 
hard-wearing TPU material is non-
slip (SRC), antistatic and oil and 
petrol resistant. A shock absorber in 
the heel area ensures a softer step 
and protects the joints. 

SCUFF CAP 
Abrasion and scratch-resistant cap 
that protects the shoe from wear and 
tear, especially when kneeling, and 
thus extends its lifetime.

CUSHIONING MIDSOLE 
A soft PU midsole optimally 
cushions the high impacts when 
walking and combines perfect 
stability and flexibility.

UPPER
The upper made of robust full 
leather which is resistant to 
abrasion. The smooth and soft 
material offers more protection from 
penetrating moisture and is easy to 
clean.
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